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Grain boundaries and stacking faults in a Pm3Å n cubic mesophase

S. D. HUDSON*, H.-T. JUNG, P. KEWSUWAN, V. PERCEC, W.-D. CHO
Department of Macromolecular Science & Engineering,

Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio 44106-7202, USA

(Received 27 April 1999; accepted 19 May 1999)

A monodendron that over a broad temperature range self-assembles in quasi-spherical
supramolecular aggregates organized on a thermotropic cubic Pm3Å n lattice was examined by
TEM. Grain boundaries were found parallel to the (1 0 0) and (3 2 0) planes. In well annealed
specimens, in which grain boundaries are rare, two types of stacking fault were numerous,
suggesting their relatively low energy. In the original Pm3Å n lattice and in the two stacking
fault arrangements, the supramolecular aggregates are distorted to an oblate shape, which is
likely to be favoured by a crowded microscopic interface between core and tail moieties.
Symmetry and phase selection for the ordered arrangement of amphiphilic molecules is
discussed.

1. Introduction the assemblies, or micelles, in these lyotropic phases are
still disputed. Structural characterization of this andRecently a Pm3Å n cubic mesophase (schematically shown

in ® gure 1) comprising oblate spheroidal assemblies other cubic phases is of interest, because questions
remain concerning the universal principles by which thesehas been identi® ed in a thermotropic supramolecular

dendrimer [1, 2]. A Pm3Å n cubic phase was also identi® ed materials self-organize. In this report, we present the
® rst evidence of grain boundaries and stacking faults inina simpler (lower molecular weight) thermotropicamphi-

phile [3]; however, the shape of the assemblies was not a Pm3Å n cubic mesophase. These defects provide insight
into the nature of packing within the phase and point todetermined. Several examples of Pm3Å n cubic phases have

been found in lyotropic systems [4± 11]. The shapes of low energy distortions of the structure that are possible.

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of
the monodendron; (b) schematic
representation of the Pm3Å n
cubic mesophase comprising
quasi-spherical aggregates, or
micelles; (c) (1 0 0), (d) (2 1 0),
(e) (3 2 0) planes [sections of (b)],
which may exhibit favourable
contact with the amorphous
carbon substrate.
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1494 S. D. Hudson et al.

2. Experimental procedure

We investigated supramolecular assemblies of the
dendrimeric compound shown in ® gure 1(a), which self-
organizes in a cubic phase at room temperature and
disorders sharply to the isotropic phase at 127ß C.
Ultrathin ® lms of the compound were cast from a dilute
methylene chloride solution (0.1 wt %) onto a water
surface. After evaporation of the solvent, the ® lm was
retrieved on copper grids. The ® lms were coated with
a thin layer (~10nm) of evaporated carbon, used for
mechanical support during subsequent heat treatment.
The ® lms were heated to 130ß C and then cooled at a
® xed rate (0.1ß C minÕ

1 ) from the isotropic phase to
100ß C, before cooling rapidly to 20ß C. Films were
examined by electron di� raction (ED) before and after
staining with RuO4 (vapours were generated in a closed
vessel containing a 0.5 wt % aqueous solution of RuO4 )
to determine the conditions that increased image contrast
and beam resistance [2], while leaving the symmetry
and dimension of the phases unaltered. A 2 min exposure
was found to be suitable for this compound. Bright ® eld
transmission electron micrographs were obtained using
a JEOL 100CX TEM, operated at 100kV.

Figure 2. (a) TEM micrograph of a [0 0 1] projection of the3. Results
structure illustrated in ® gure 1(b); (b) schematic [0 0 1]The compound under investigation forms a Pm3Å n cubic
projection, in which all the micelles, or aggregates, aremesophase comprising nearly equivalent, nearly spherical represented equally; (c) schematic [0 0 1] projection, insupramolecular assemblies, schematically represented which micelles at di� erent levels are illustrated with

in ® gure 1(b). Upon cooling an ultrathin ® lm of the di� erent symbols, see text.
material from the disordered isotropic melt to the cubic
phase, two orientations with respect to the substrate are
found. The primary orientation is the [0 0 1] zone, and columns of circles and crosses. The complete pattern
another less common orientation is the [0 2 3], or (e.g. along the y-axis) involves sequential rows of dots
possibly the [0 1 2]. Theoccurrence of these orientations and crosses (A), circles (o), circles and crosses (B), and
is reasonable considering that they contain planes with circles (o), i.e. (AoBo)n . The major defects that we observe
a dense packing of micelles in contact with the substrate, consist of stacking faults.
as shown in ® gures 1 (c, d, e). These sections of ® gure 1(b) Di� raction from a single grain yields a single crystal
were generated with Rasmol (public domain software); di� raction pattern at low angles. For a grain in which
the size of the circles represents the cross-sectional area the [0 0 1] zone axis is perpendicular to the ® lm surface,
of each sphere on the selected plane. Therefore the small the ED pattern obtained at normal beam incidence
circles in ® gure 1(d) depict spheres whose centres lie contains strong (2 0 0) and (2 1 0) re¯ ections, see
further from the plane. All other circles shown are ® gure 3 (a). Additional low angle re¯ ections are observed:
sectioned nearly along their diameter, and thus are all (4 0 0), (3 2 0), (2 2 0) and (3 1 0), listed in order of
of similar size. A TEM image of the [0 0 1] projection decreasing intensity. At wide angles, a di� use ring is
is shown in ® gure 2(a) (with schematic projection). observed, centred at 4.6AÊ , indicating that the structure
Images of the other projection have weaker contrast, as at that resolution is disordered. The (2 1 1) re¯ ection,
expected. For later discussions, we adopt the following which is strong and of comparable intensity to the (2 0 0)
convention to illustrate the [0 0 1] projection. Taking and (2 1 0) re¯ ections, can be observed as expected, if
the axis out of the plane in ® gure 2(a) to be z, we the specimen is tilted ~30ß or 45ß about the [1 0 0]
represent the asemblies (or micelles) at z = 0, 1

4 , and 1
2 to axis, see ® gures 3(b) and 3 (c), respectively. These patterns

be open circles, ® lled circles and crosses, respectively. represent the [0 1Å 2] and [0 1Å 1] zone axes, respectively.
The [0 0 1] projection therefore appears as a square Consistent with predictions, di� raction has also been

observed from the [1 1 3], [1 1 2], and [1 1 1] zones.array of dots (® lled circles) interlaced with rows and
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1495Defects in a Pm3n cubic mesophase

Figure 4. TEM micrograph of a grain boundary for which
the two grains are related by a rotation about the [0 0 1]
axis, perpendicular to the ® lm. Arrowheads indicate the
position of the grain boundary.

Figure 3. ED of a single grain: (a) at normal beam incidence apparent in ® gure 4 that the boundary at the bottom of
(i.e. the electron beam is normal to the ® lm); (b) tilted 27ß the image follows the (1 0 0) plane of the grain on theabout the [1 0 0] axis; (c) tilted 45ß about the [1 0 0] axis;

left, whereas as it reaches the upper part of the image,(d ) ED of a grain boundary for which the two grains are
related by a rotation about the [1 0 0] axis, within the it shifts its direction along the (1 0 0) plane of the grain
plane of the ® lm. on the right. Note the similar arrangement of spheres

on these two planes.
A number of stacking faults are also present in thisGiven the twopreferredgrainorientations with respect

the substrate, two types of grain boundary are observed, material. These are planar defects that do not change
the orientation of the grain. Instead, the grains acrossi.e. the two grains may have either the same or di� erent

contact surfaces with the substrate. If they are di� erent, the fault line are related by a translation. The most
easily identi® ed stacking fault involves a translationthe grain boundary is most easily detected by ED

[® gure 3 (d)], because the image contrast is weak, see parallel to the fault interface (® gure 5). That is, the grains
are slipped with respect to one another. The position of® gure 3 (d), it is clear that two di� erent crystallographic

orientations are present in the region sampled by the the slip plane, or stacking fault, in ® gure 5 (b), using the
convention introduced in ® gure 2 (c). The pattern atselected area aperture, cf. ® gures 3(a) and 3 (b). These

two grains share the same [1 0 0] axis and one is rotated the top of ® gures 5 (a) and 5(b) is shifted horizontally by
half a lattice unit with respect to the pattern at theabout this axis relative to the other. Thepattern therefore

appears as a superposition of the di� raction from a bottom. In addition to this simple translation, there is
also a translation perpendicular to the boundary. Notesingle grain taken at two di� erent tilt angles, ® gures 3(a)

and 3 (b). that, at the boundary, the row containing circles and
crosses is arranged in a zig-zag, rather than straightAlternatively, two grains may share the same (1 0 0)

contact plane with the substrate, but be misoriented pattern. Instead of the regular packing noted before,
(AoBo)n , at the stacking fault, the following sequence iswith respect to one another. Such boundaries may be

detected clearly by either di� raction or imaging (® gure 4). observed: AoBA. In addition to the a/2 translation
parallel to the fault there is also another translation a/4In this arrangement, the misorientation angle between

grains can be measured more accurately and is found to normal to the fault.
Faults in which the translation is only normal tobe 33± 34ß . This angle corresponds to the angle between

(1 0 0) and (3 2 0) planes, i.e. 33.7ß . Therefore planes as the fault have also been observed. These are shown
schematically in ® gure 5 (c), and represent an AoAoBoshown in ® gures 1 (c) and 1 (e) are expected to be matched

with one another at the grain boundary. In addition, the sequence, i.e. missing layers, Bo, or a translation of a/2
normal to the fault. In addition to extended faults, thererepeat distances on these two planes are commensurate

to within 3%. Consistent with this picture, the grain appear to be many isolated patches where the pattern is
disrupted for a few lattice units and then is re-established.boundary is not symmetric, but rather lies parallel to

the (1 0 0) plane of one of the grains. Speci® cally, it is One of these faults of limited extent is present in the upper
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1496 S. D. Hudson et al.

Figure 5. (a) TEM micrograph of
a stacking fault; (b) schematic
arrangement of micelles at
the fault in (a); (c) schematic
arrangement of another common
stacking fault.

centre portion of ® gure 4. The end of a fault represents
a partial dislocation. However, it is di� cult to enumerate
the stacking faults or the partial dislocations, because
in many cases the image is too noisy to distinguish
con® dently between such a local faulted structure and
the perfect structure. One can be more de® nite where
extended faults occur.

Figure 6. (a) Structural motif present at the observed stacking
faults; (b) similar arrangement found in the Pm3Å n cubic

4. Discussion structure.
First note that the observed stacking faults are

all consistent with a phase comprising quasi-spherical
assemblies, and are less consistent with a phase com- one containing the upper hexagon, cf. ® gures 1(b), 7 (a)

and 7 (b). Therefore it seems that a relatively weakprising cylinders [1, 2]. In the latter case, each of these
boundaries would entail large distortions and even distortion of the Pm3Å n structure of this dendrimer involves

a change in the setting angle of these hexagons. If thediscontinuities of cylinders, representing a signi® cant
departure from the equilibrium packing. (Incidentally, packing in the stacking fault were repeated periodically,

(AoB)n and (Ao)n structures could be generated, seethese discontinuities would be minimized, but not eli-
minated, if the tilt grain boundary shown in ® gure 4 ® gures 5(b) and 5(c), respectively. These represent two

di� erent phases that are based on the structural motifwere symmetric or twin. Instead, the observed boundary
is asymmetric.) The apparently high number of stacking illustrated in ® gure 6 (a). When this motif is packed on

a hexagonal lattice, such that the hexagons share edges,faults indicates their relatively low energy, as expected
from the quasi-spherical model. the packing is (AoB)n , and a P6/mmm phase is generated

that is similar to the packing of the stacking faultThe stacking faults also suggest that a variety of
packing geometries are of nearly equal energy, that the illustrated in ® gure 5(b). When it is packed on an

orthorhombic lattice, with axes along x, y, and z, thespheres are deformable and that they interact with one
another through a relatively soft pair potential. Figure 5 packing is identical to the (Ao)n packing illustrated in

® gure 5(c), and a Pmm2 phase is generated. These twoimplies that the degree of distortion of the spheres may
not be signi® cantly di� erent from that in the bulk. In phases are not observed, i.e. in samples that are annealed

slowly enough to yield a su� ciently large number ofboth the stacking faults shown in ® gures 5(b) and 5 (c),
the local arrangement of spheres is as depicted in re¯ ections for structural analysis.

In metal alloys, crystal structure selection depends on® gure 6(a). In this structure, one micelle is surrounded
by twelve, arranged in two hexagons that are disposed the degree of space ® lling and on the matching of the

electronic structure (e.g. bonding) with the lattice sitein the same orientation. The Pm3Å n cubic phase has
similar layers, yet the setting angle of the hexagons is symmetry and coordination number, see e.g. [12]. In the

present case, by analogy with the in¯ uence of electronicmutually orthogonal, ® gure 6 (b). Figure 6 (b) represents
half of the complete Pm3Å n unit cell, which can be structure in metals, the shape of the quasi-spherical

assemblies and the softness of their interaction potentialgenerated by re¯ ecting across a mirror plane, e.g. the
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1497Defects in a Pm3n cubic mesophase

should in¯ uence symmetry selection [13]. We will When this ratio is large, the intersphere potential is
e� ectively harder, andFCCpackingresults. Thisbehaviourdiscuss below di� erences in lattice symmetry, space

® lling and micelle shape. We will also discuss factors is sensible, because the forces that deform polymeric
chains are well known, and the relative interspherethat promote the distortion of micelles as found in the

Pm3Å n phase, ® gure 7(b). potential can be calculated accurately.
However, further work is needed to understand thePrevious experimental studies on phases comprising

globular (micellar) supramolecular aggregates have forces mediated by shorter tails [19± 23]. These less
understood forces and the distortions of smaller micelleselucidated a total of ® ve di� erent symmetries: Pm3Å n

(several examples of small molecule amphiphiles [6, 7, 9] determine the packing of assemblies of small molecules.
Many examples of order± order phase transitions haveincluding a computer simulation of short chain non-ionic

surfactants in a diluent [14] ); Fd3Å m (most commonly been found also for small molecule surfactant systems.
In many cases, however, these systems are complexobserved in systems containing more than one surfactant

[15], but also in a single oligomeric diblock surfactant and contain electrostatic interactions in addition to the
shorter range interactions deriving from short chainsystem, BO1 0 EO1 7 , where BO denotes butylene oxide

and EOdenotes ethylene oxide [16] ); P63 /mmc (C1 2 EO8 molecules. Simulation can help by modelling simple
systems: lyotropic systems containing a short chain non-in water [13], where C denotes an alkyl chain); Fm3Å m

(ganglioside lipid in water [8] and polystyrene-b-poly- ionic surfactant have been studied by Monte Carlo
computer simulation [14]. In this study micellar Pm3Å nisoprene (PS-PI) in hexane [17] ); and Im3m (ganglioside

in water [8], PS-PI in hexane [17], and diblock and Im3m cubic phases were observed, as well as a few
non-cubic phases. It is not clear if these latter distortedcopolymer melts [18] ). Fm3Å m, Im3m, and P63 /mmc

are commonly referred to as FCC (face-centered cubic), structures represent other equilibrium structures, or
rather are stabilized by ® nite size e� ects. The simplestBCC (body-centered cubic), and HCP (hexagonal

c̀losepacked’), respectively. Although HCPis commonly experimental example to date is that of C1 2 EO1 2 studied
by Seddon et al. [4]. In this case, FCC, BCC, and Pm3Å ncalled close packed, we use quotations to indicate that

it is most often only nearly close packed. These three spheres are formed as a function of increasing concen-
tration of the amphiphile. Consistent with the hypothesishave only recently been detected in lyotopic and small

molecule systems. A complete a priori understanding that we put forward below, the e� ect of increasing
solvent concentration increases the strength of the inter-of the relationship between molecular structure and

mesophase symmetry is lacking. sphere potential and leads to phases comprising more
spherical, less distorted micelles.Recent studies on polymeric materials have demon-

strated that changing the intersphere potential can As implied above, the various lattices di� er in the
degree and the anisotropy of possible micelle distortionchange the symmetry of the ordered phase. McConnell

and Gast [17] recently studied PS-PI solutions in from spherical shape. The degree of distortion of a
micelle arranged on a particular lattice is related tohexane and found that BCC or FCC spheres were

formed depending on the ratio of PS (core) to PI (tail). space ® lling. If the micelles were hard (undistorted)
spheres, each lattice would have a characteristic maxi-
mum packing fraction. If the lattice is assembled from
deformable spheres, however, then the packing fraction
can be higher. Therefore for a given material having a
given density, two lattices may be compared by their
hard sphere packing fraction, and the lattice with the
lower packing fraction must then contain the more
deformed spheres. If the hard sphere packing fraction is
large, the micelles do not need to be deformed signi-
® cantly. This hypothesis is similar to an explanation
based on the comparison of thepair distribution function
for various lattices [24]. (While it is useful to discuss
bicontinuous phases in terms of the interfacial curvature
and the relative volume fractions of each microdomain,
it is more informative to discuss micellar phases in terms

Figure 7. Pm3Å n and simple cubic lattice symmetryand micelle of an interparticle potential, because the degree and
distortion: (a) arrows indicate the micelles on the faces of anisotropy of micelle distortion do not uniquely dependthe Pm3Å n unit cell that are distorted; (b) the oblate shape

upon the microscopic interfacial curvature. Moreover,of the cavity in which the micelles on the face reside [25];
(c) the simple cubic unit cell; (d ) the cubic cavity of (c). there is an ambiguity about how to de® ne the location
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1498 S. D. Hudson et al.

of the interface in micellar systems; Luzzati has suggested The anisotropy of micelle, or aggregate, distortion is
important for small amphiphiles even when the micellesa concept of variable polar± apolar partition [8].)

Consider the example of a Pm3Å n lattice; its hard are quite rigid and nearly spherical, as suggested by the
existence of HCP order [13]. As noted above, HCP issphere packing fraction is 0.524, a value much less than

either FCC (0.740) or BCC (0.680). Its micelles are an anisotropic packing arrangement that is nearly close
packed. Spheres are arranged hexagonally in layersobviously more distorted than those that would be

formed by the same material in either FCC or BCC which are stacked in an alternating AB fashion. The
repeat distance from one A layer to the next is de® nedarrangements. Simulations [14], XRD analysis [1], and

geometrical analysis [25] agree that the aggregates in a to be c, and the spacing between spheres with the layer
as a. There are six neighbours within the layer separatedPm3Å n lattice are oblate and distorted. However, the

degree of distortion cannot be the only factor that by length a, and six others between layers at a spacing
of a(1/3+ R2 /4)1 /2 , where R is the ratio between cdetermines the selection of Pm3Å n, because the simple

cubic structure, which has a hard sphere packing fraction and a. When the structure is precisely close packed,
c = a Ó 8/3 = 1.633a, and each sphere has 12 nearestthat is identical to that of Pm3Å n, has not been observed.

These two phases can be distinguished easily by XRD neighbours, separated by a. Therefore when R is near
1.633, this structure then corresponds to rather rigid,and no examples of simple cubic have been observed.

Therefore, the symmetry of the aggregate, or micelle, nearly isotropic spheres.
The value of R for 38 wt % C1 2 EO8 in water wasdistortion must also be important. The shape of a

distorted micelle re¯ ects the shape de® ned by the neigh- found to be 1.623, for which the hard sphere packing
fraction is 0.736, only slightly less than that for FCC.bours (® gure 7). In the case of simple cubic, each sphere

would need to deform isotropically, i.e. to become cube In this material, therefore, the spheres are quite rigid,
being anisotropically distorted only slightly. Therefore,shaped. (The deformation in FCC or BCC lattices would

also be isotropic: towards a symmetric dodecahedron or although birefringence is expected in the case of non-
cubic symmetry, it was so small, and the micelles sosymmetric octahedron, respectively.) The deformation

required for Pm3Å n, however, is directional for most of nearly spherical, that none was observed by optical
observation between cross polarizers [13]. The shapethe spheres, so that the spheres on the cell faces become

oblate [1, 14, 25]. An anisotropic packing of micelles, of the micelles, as de® ned by their neighbours, depends
on the value of R. If R is greater than 1.633, then thesuch as in Pm3Å n, might occur as a means of reducing

some distortions, at the expense of creating others. That micelles are prolate, if less, then oblate. Thus, in the
material studied by Clerc [13], the spheres are slightlyis, anisotropic distortion may be created, so as to avoid

excessive chain stretching or compression. This exchange oblate, having their shortest principal axis along c, i.e.
perpendicular to the hexagonal layers. In other words,is likely to be favourable, when the interface is crowded

and the core size is restricted. These conditions apply to the intermicelle distance within a hexagonal layer is
larger than the intermicelle distance between layers.familiar examples of the red-blood cell (platelet) or of a

de¯ ated rubber ball. Perhaps they also apply to some Anisotropy of micelle distortion, though slight compared
with that observed in a Pm3Å n lattice [1, 14], seems toshort amphiphiles. As the tail of an amphiphile becomes

shorter, the area that it occupies on the microscopic be the key to the existence of the HCP phase, because
either BCC or FCC are similarly e� cient in terms of hardinterface between core and tail becomes correspondingly

smaller. For small molecules, with limited extensability, sphere packing fraction. As mentioned above, short chain
amphiphiles may readily adopt an anisometric oblateoccupying a crowded interface, the micelle is likely to

become distorted. If the distortion is anisotropic, it may shape, in order to reduce stretching and compression
of chains.generate either an oblate, prolate or biaxial shape.

The shape of micelles in isotropic surfactant solutions To illustrate the relationship between anisotropic
micelle distortion and the selection of HCP over FCC,has been investigated by small angle X-ray scattering

analysis assuming uniaxiality [26]. Two systems have remember that FCC represents periodic ABC packing of
close-packed layers, while HCP represents only periodicbeen compared. Palmitoyl-lyso-phosphatidyl choline

(PLPC) forms isotropic, Pm3Å n, and hexagonal columnar AB layers. One phase can be transformed to the other
through the periodic placement of stacking faults. Thesephases with increasing surfactant concentrations in water,

whereas sodium dodecyl sulphate solutions transform f̀aults’ can be caused by micelle distortion, because the
compression of layers A and B together leads to adirectly from the isotropic to the hexagonal columnar.

It was found in both cases that the micelles were prolate, crowding of sites C and an opening of sites A next to
layer B, and vice versa. Thus the alternating AB packingbut that in the case of PLPC, the micelles remained

much more spheroidal, indicating the avoidance of the of HCP derives from anisotropic distortions of the
micelles.cylindrical shape [26].
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